Experience/Innovation
Our professional team has a sophisticated knowledge of IRS codes, rulings and current court cases. We constantly propel our expertise through ongoing, specialized tax planning education.

State-of-the-Art Technology
We employ the highest levels of security and accuracy via cloud technology. Real-time tax projections, planning modules, and e-signature capabilities save you time and increases our efficiency in maintaining your financials. Video and screencast communication platforms enable you to SEE and HEAR us on your PC or mobile device when meetings or questions arise.

VIP Emergency Access to Your Custom Accounting Advisor
Contact us via a specialized procedure we provide only to VIPs!

Email is a Secondary Communication Tool
How many unwanted emails do you plow through daily? Our technology notifies you directly and immediately, and uses an importance scale to alert you to what needs to be read now or reacted to later.

Why Clients Choose Us:
• Maximum Tax Savings
• Efficiency & Experience
• Up-to-the-Minute Accuracy
• Highest Levels of Security
• Increased Productivity

“A huge ‘thank you’ to Custom Accounting for providing excellent tax services for me over the years. Nataliya Grigoriev, CPA is extremely knowledgeable, works well with tight deadlines, and is always eager to answer all clients’ questions. I highly recommend choosing her firm for your accounting needs.”

Testimonial from Anastasia Klindukhova
Newton, MA

We Design and Help You Implement Innovative, Customized Tax Strategies that Minimize Your Taxes and Risk of Audit.